
Match the words 1-26 to their definitions A-Z

1 tribe A
a group of people, often realted families who live together, sharing the same language, culture, and 

history, especially those who do not live in towns or cities

2 scatter B a particular way in which something is done, is organized, or happens

3 literal C a structure, consisting of a curved top on two supports

4 intricate D according to custom or rule or natural law

5 complex E belonging to the races of people who have skin that is of a pale colour

6 baggage F
difficult to understand or find an answer to because of having many different parts; involving a lot of 

different but related parts

7 indigenous G existing naturally or having always lived in a place; native

8 run-of-the-mill H not having enough

9 alike I ordinary and not special or exciting in any way

10 arch J real but not immediately obvious

11 perceive K real, true; original, basic meaning of a word

12 incorporate L similar to each other

13 Caucasian M something that you accept as true without question or proof

14 ace N the act or process of improving the quality or power of something by adding something else

15 ESL O
the action of supporting or opposing a particular person or thing in an unfair way, because of allowing 

personal opinions to influence your jugdment

16 talk sb's ear off P the beliefs and feelings that influence how you think and behave

17 score Q
the teaching of English to speakers of other languages who live in a country where English is an official 

or important language (English as a Second Language)

18 enrichment R to (cause to) move far apart in different directions

19 expose to S to create conditions that allow sb the opportunity to do, learn, or experience something

20 rule-governed T to do very well in an exam

21 acquire U to include something as part of something larger

22 deficient V to obtain or begin to have something; (in a natural way)

23 pattern W to talk to someone for a long time, usually loudly

24 underlying X to think of someone/something in a particular way

25 bias Y to win or get a point, goal, etc. in a competition, sport, game, or test

26 assumption Z with many complicated details that make something difficult to understand
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